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Abstract  

 

Ethnic diversity experienced at different domains of life 

and the formation of partnerships with natives among migrants in Finland 
 

Background 

Currently around 8% of working-age population in Finland has roots in a foreign country. 

Although the ethnic diversity experienced at various domains of life may vary considerably, 

academic studies rarely focus on the relationship between integration outcomes of migrants and 

their opportunities to meet natives in more than one domain. 

 

Research question 

We ask whether the propensity to start co-habiting or marital union with Finnish partner is 

shaped by opportunities to meet natives: a) at the neighbourhood; b) at the place of work or c) 

due to attending post-compulsory education in Finland? 

 

Data and methods 

Our study is based on a longitudinal Finnish register data that cover all residents who ever lived 

in Finland during 1999–2014. We focus on migrants and their descendants born within 1981–

1995 and who were single at age 18 or at the time of arrival to Finland in case they arrived at 

older age. We employ event history models separately for migrant-origin men and women. We 

distinguish two competing types of first co-residential partnership in Finland depending whether 

the partner is native Finn or not.  

 

Results 

We find support to the assumption that if migrant-origin adults are enrolled at post-compulsory 

education in Finland or if they live in the neighbourhood / work in the establishment with lower 

share of migrants, their propensity to form partnership with native Finn increases whereas their 

propensity to choose migrant-origin partner decreases. Controlling for individual and other 

contextual characteristics only slightly diminishes the observed effects at different domains. We 

also see that effects are independent across domains. Finally, we are asking to what extent these 

results are sensitive to ethnic background and migrant generation. 

 

Main conclusions 

We argue that inter-ethnic contact at different domains of life play an important role in the 

process of integration. However, once the share of migrants arises, the partnerships with native 

majority might become less common as the co-ethic marriage-market increases for migrant-

origin population.  


